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1. Natural Capital framework

2. Ecosystem Assessment

3. Ecosystem services quantification

4. Ecosystem services valuation

5. Decision-Support Tool

6. Future scenarios
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1. Natural Capital Framework



Nature in Singapore provides us with numerous benefits (ecosystem services)

These benefits can be extremely important – both monetary and non-monetary values



2. Mapping Ecosystem Distribution



2. Mapping ecosystem distribution

Gaw et al. 2019. A high-
resolution map of 
Singapore’s terrestrial 
ecosystems. Data 4, 116.

Data freely available for 
download



3. Mapping ecosystem service distribution

Cultural

Noise reduction

Temp regulation

Erosion control

Air pollution control

Climate mitigation

Flood control

Climate mitigation

Nutrient regulation



Spatial: EquityTemporal: Historical impacts of 

urbanisation

3. Assessing demand for ecosystem services

Spatial: Social Use

Nature 
appreciation

Landscape 
appreciation

Richards & Friess. 2015. A rapid indicator of cultural ecosystem 
service usage at a fine spatial scale: content analysis of social 
media photographs. Ecological Indicators 53, 187-195.



4. Valuation of Ecosystem 
Services



Market data

National survey

Big data

Stakeholders

Multiple approaches

Societal
values

Economic
values

Pluralistic values of
ecosystem services

Examining the societal and economic value of Singapore’s 
ecosystem services



Perceived importance of Singapore’s ecosystem services by the public

3 Most Important Ecosystem 
Services:

Temperature Reduction
Improving Mental Health

Air Purification

3 Least Important Ecosystem 
Services:

Wood Provision
Biofuel Provision

Medicinal Resource



Impacts of ecosystem services on public preferences for parks



Using mobile phone data to estimate the recreational value of parks



5. Decision-Support Tool



Waterflow regulation Climate regulation

Carbon storage Ecosystem service hotspots



Fine-scale 3D data

Laser-scanned 

point clouds

Captures landscape with 

precise detail in 3-D:

- Terrain

- Buildings

- Vegetation

- Shapes of trees

- Density of 

vegetation

- Height of trees



Simulation of future 

hypothetical 

scenarios

What if we replaced 

turf in residential 

areas with forest?

6. Future scenarios



Specific considerations in a city

1. The types of ecosystems differ in the urban setting compared to rural

2. Priority ecosystem services are different in a city and in each city

3. A city is heterogeneous in 3 dimensions meaning that we must 

consider ecosystems and processes at a fine spatial scale 

4. Understanding human perception and behavior is important

5. Natural Capital information can be used in multiple ways in Singapore:

a) natural asset valuation at the city level (e.g. for conservation policies) 

b) designing a city for the optimisation of ecosystem services (e.g. planning)

c) Exploring impacts of development on ecosystem services



Consideration 1. What is Natural in a City

• What are the ecosystems in a city? Or 
a development?

• How do you separate out the human 
inputs and the built environment in 
supporting the ecosystem? For 
example:
• A park is built and maintained by 

humans
• Vertical greenery exists on a 

building façade

Rain garden and bioretention basin in residential 
estate for stormwater management (Tan Puay 
Yok)



Consideration 1. What is Natural in a City

A naturalized canal provides recreational and 
environmental education opportunities (Tan Puay 
Yok)

• What are the ecosystems in a city? Or 
a development?

• How do you separate out the human 
inputs and the built environment in 
supporting the ecosystem? For 
example:
• A park is built and maintained by 

humans
• Vertical greenery exists on a 

building façade



Consideration 1. What is Natural in a City

Pollination service provided by balcony or rooftop 
garden plants in high rise apartments (Tan Puay 
Yok)

• What are the ecosystems in a city? Or 
a development?

• How do you separate out the human 
inputs and the built environment in 
supporting the ecosystem? For 
example:
• A park is built and maintained by 

humans
• Vertical greenery exists on a 

building façade
• Build, support and recognize nature 

everywhere, thereby protecting it and 
its functions



Consideration 5. Designing a City for Ecosystem Services

How can natural capital information be utilised for urban planning processes?

- Link to city strategies, targets and plans at multiple scales, e.g. Singapore index, 
Sustainable Singapore Blueprint, Biophilic Town Framework



www.naturalcapital.sg

Twitter: @NatCapSG

Justine Saunders 

saunders@arch.ethz.ch

Thank you!
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http://www.naturalcapital.sg/


Targets at a national level

29 March 201825

Singapore’s Sustainability Blueprint (2015)


